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Abstract
Daptomycin is an important lipopeptide antibiotic used in the treatment of systematic and life-threatening infections of the skin
and underlying tissue caused by Gram-positive bacteria. Calcium and phosphatidylglycerol (PG) must be present on the target cell
membrane for daptomycin’s mechanism of action to proceed. Calcium and PG also promote oligomerization, a formation that has
been assumed to aid in the bactericidal process.The purpose of the experiments conducted was to understand the basic biophysical properties of membrane phospholipids as they exist in their pure and mixed monolayer forms. Furthermore, the experiments
conducted attempted to discern how daptomycin penetrates the different lipids that were used. Data collected would be useful
for future experiments that aim to understand the naturally occurring bacterial membranes and how daptomycin interacts with
them. Using precise biophysical approaches, specifically monolayer studies involving a KSV NIMA-Langmuir Trough and Kibron
Langmuir Trough, our lab conducted basic research which could prove to be useful in revealing daptomycin’s ambiguity. Preliminary
results revealed differences in isotherms between phospholipids with anionic and zwitterionic head-groups. Further data collected
revealed daptomycin’s degree of insertion in phospholipids with and without the presentation of calcium. Given the limitations
of our retrospective studies, additional studies are needed to make definitive evaluations with these results. Because resistance
to daptomycin is rising, it is particularly imperative to conduct further research to understand its unsolved mechanism of action.
Introduction
Daptomycin is a lipopeptide antibiotic used clinically against
various Gram-positive bacterial infections. It is a naturally occurring compound found in the soil saprotroph streptomyces
roseosporus. Daptomycin was approved for clinical use in the
United States in 2003 to treat complicated skin infections such
as methicillin-resistant staphylococcus aureus, commonly known
as MRSA. The molecule is larger and structurally more complex
than most other antibiotics, with its mechanism of permeabilization still not completely understood (Taylor et al. 2016).
At present, it is believed that daptomycin works by disrupting Gram-positive cytoplasmic membrane function by creating
oligomers in the outer membrane of the bacterial cell and then
transferring them to the inner layer of the membrane.This causes leakage of ions, such as potassium, which ultimately leads to
loss of membrane potential that is fatal to the cell (Pogliano et
al. 2012).
The most current research suggests that the antibiotic binds
easily to cluster lipids (lipids with short, branched, and/or unsaturated fatty acyl chains). During the binding, the cell membrane
structure alters significantly causing many peripheral membrane
proteins, especially phospholipid synthase PlsX and lipid II synthase MurG, to lose their ability to bind effectively (Muller et al.
2016). This provokes rapid cell membrane depolarization and a
potassium ion efflux, which effectively causes DNA, RNA, and
protein synthesis cessation (Steenburgen et al. 2005).
Although the mechanism of action of daptomycin has yet to
be elucidated, it was discovered that daptomycin is calcium dependent (Zhang 2015, Ho et al. 2008). Additionally, binding and
oligomerization are mediated by phosphatidylglycerol, or PG
(Taylor et al. 2017). A lack of PG can result in bacterial resistance.
Phosphatidylglycerol (PG) is anionic at a neutral pH. Because
daptomycin is negatively charged, its insertion into an anionic
material would be inhibited. However, it has been shown that
calcium will facilitate the interaction of daptomycin within anionic

membranes by acting as a middleman, or electrochemical bridge,
to assist binding of oligomers of daptomycin to the membrane
(Zhang 2015, Ho et al. 2008, Taylor et al. 2017).
Cardiolipin (CL) is a membrane lipid associated with bacterial
resistance to the antibiotic.The reason for this is that CL confines
daptomycin to the outer membrane leaflet, thus preventing the
drug from penetrating the inner membrane leaflet and hindering
pore formation. It was also discovered in previous studies that
CL reduces the number of oligomer subunits by approximately
half. Subsequently, bacteria may become more resistant to daptomycin by increasing the content of CL in their cell membranes.
However, inhibition of pore formation may not suffice to prevent
bactericidal action. This is because daptomycin may damage bacteria by more than one mechanism, which has yet to be proven
(Zhang 2014).
Focus in the laboratory enhanced our understanding of daptomycin and how it interacts with various lipids. A phospholipid
layer arranges itself so that its polar, hydrophilic head group cooperates with the water. The fatty acid hydrocarbon tails act in a
hydrophobic manner by resisting the water and directing themselves toward the nonpolar air. Daptomycin is amphipathic, which
means it contains both polar and nonpolar parts. When injected,
it can either interact with the water or the membrane. This certainly aids the antibiotic in integrating effectively and quickly with
a bacterium because it does not require a carrier to enter the
cell. Studies show that Daptomycin is effective in as little as one
hour and this can be attributed to its quick insertion into the cell
(Steenburgen et al. 2005).
It would be necessary to research how many molecules of daptomycin interact with the water, and how many molecules interact
with the membrane. If the antibiotic does, in fact, insert into the
membrane, an increase in surface pressure would be expected due
to a more compact and crowded surface. Based on pressure, it can
be determined how effectively daptomycin inserted.
The lipids used in our laboratory were sought to mimic the
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bacterial cell membrane.The primary subphases used in our studies
and in other studies as well were Ultrapure water and buffer. The
buffer was used as a comparative subphase commonly exposed to
bacteria and blood in the human body. pH, in both subphases, are
similar enough to suggest that no inconsistency will result, even
with the slight differentiation between a pH of 7 for the water and
7.4 for the buffer. Langmuir monolayer studies provided us with the
information necessary to determine the nature of the lipids and
how daptomycin interacts with the various lipids.
Langmuir monolayer studies provide useful information other
than just surface pressure. Despite the 2-D nature of the monolayer, the molecules in monolayers exist in states that are analogous to that of the 3-D nature of liquids, solids, or gases. Just as
changing the pressure of a gas can change its phase, changing the
surface pressure of monolayer can do so as well. Surface pressure is a measure of the various forces between the molecules
of a monolayer. As pressure is often plotted against volume at a
constant temperature, so too surface pressure is plotted against
the mean molecular area. The mean molecular area is the average free space each molecule in a monolayer must occupy. It can
be viewed as the analog of volume- just as surface pressure is
the analog of pressure. As the molecules get closer, increased interactions change the surface pressure. A surface pressure-area
isotherm gives information about a monolayer such as its phase
and degree of interaction between the molecules.When the molecules in a Langmuir monolayer are spread very far apart, they
exert little force on one another. This, conceptually, is similar to
that of a gaseous state. In the gas phase, surface pressure is almost
undetectable. The behavior of the gaseous phase is treated as a
parallel to the ideal gas law, where PV=nRT. As the monolayer is
condensed, the molecules can enter a transition into the liquid
state.There are two stages in the liquid phase- the liquid-expanded phase (LE phase) and the liquid-condensed phase (LC phase).
In the LE phase, the π-A isotherm displays some curvature and
liftoff from π=0. As compression progresses, the molecules enter
a coexistent LE-LC phase, where the LE and LC phases are at
equilibrium with each other, displayed by a somewhat horizontal
line. The LC phase is typically marked by a steep slope, when the
molecules are compressed even further. Increased interaction between the tails occur, thereby causing a more “solid-like” phase to
transpire. Further compression of the monolayer can result in an
actual solid-like phase. However, further compression is extremely difficult and the molecules strongly interact with each other
until they reach the final phase where they collapse. The place of
collapse informs us of the extent of pressure the molecule can
withstand (Zhang 2014).

Materials and Methods
All experiments took place on a Langmuir Trough, which consisted of movable barriers. The Langmuir trough is filled with a
liquid called the subphase, typically water or buffer. The lipids
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were deposited on the surface dropwise. This dropwise technique is called “spreading” and involves a certain degree of manual skill (Zhang 2014). Movable barriers compress and expand
over the spread monolayer, altering the density of the molecules
on the surface. This change in density resulted in changes in the
surface pressure, which was detected and evaluated.
To ensure that the machine would consistently hold pressure,
the barriers were tested and then assigned to lie in a specific
orientation during every experiment. The softwares used along
with our MicroTrough were the complementary KSV NIMA and
Kibron softwares (Figures 1A and 1B). Ultrapure, distilled, and
R1 water were used for both cleaning (the machines and the
probe) and for the subphase. Ultrapure water and R1 were obtained through the Millipore Direct-Q 3 with UV Ultrapure.The
KSV NIMA Langmuir trough was disassembled and thoroughly
cleaned with R1 water, ethanol, and rinsed off with R1 once
more before and after every run. The probe was rinsed with
R1, ethanol, and R1, as well. Once water or buffer was added to

Figure 1A. KSV NIMA Langmuir Trough used in our laboratory for
the experiments conducted.

Figure 1B. Kibron Langmuir Trough used in our laboratory for the
experiments conducted.
the trough, the machine was calibrated by zeroing the balance.
The probe was raised out of the subphase to verify accurate
reading, after which it was inserted back into the subphase. The
surface was aspirated to remove any foreign substances. The
Kibron Langmuir trough followed a similar protocol, however,
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the probe was sterilized via a bunsen burner.
In addition to the standard trough used to carry out the
procedures in the laboratory, a modified trough was used, as
well. This trough contained a reduced and depressed area upon
which the subphase could reside. It included a small cavity that
was useful for insertion of daptomycin into the subphase. The
cleaning measures did not differ from the standard procedures.
Buffer or water served as the subphase and was applied to the
trough. A mini stirrer was positioned within the indented area
in order to stir the subphase. Lipid was meticulously applied to
the surface until a surface pressure of 5 mN/m or 10 mN/m was
achieved. Following that, 16 µl of 10 mM daptomycin was injected into the subphase, using a Stuart Pipette. Once stabilization
of surface pressure was attained, 5 µl of 1.6 M calcium buffer
solution was injected into the subphase using a Stuart Pipette
with a changed tip.
Daptomycin was acquired from Teva Pharmaceutical. The buffer that was used was a concentration of 100 mM NaCl and
10 mM Hepes, reaching a pH of roughly 7.4. To accomplish this,
2.383 grams of Hepes and 5.844 grams of NaCl were measured
out. They were then combined to dissolve until the neck of a 1L
volumetric flask filled with Ultrapure water. The solution was
then placed in a 1L beaker and evaluated with an electronic
pH meter. Via a Pasteur pipette, the pH was adjusted by adding
NaOH and HCl, respectively.
All lipids used were obtained in pure form from Avanti Polar
Lipids Inc. The lipids were prepared by dissolving 10 mg of lipid
in a 10 mL flask containing 3:1 chloroform methanol, resulting
in 1:1 mg/mL of lipid. All pipettes and other volume measuring
materials were tested for precision and accuracy.
Hamilton syringes were used to apply the lipid solution.
Chloroform was used to clean the syringes which were cleaned
consecutively approximately 5-10 times. For the KSV NIMA,
lipid solution was distributed by using a 50 µL syringe which was
filled with 15 µL of lipid. To distribute solution to the Kibron,
we used a smaller syringe filled to 8 µL. While administering
the lipid solution, the individual applying it would be cautious
to do so quickly and with minimal contamination (i.e. breathing,
sneezing, and coughing).This is crucial because the machine cannot distinguish between molecules of the lipid and molecules of
the contaminant. Start was delayed by 10 minutes to allow for
the lipid to spread.
The experiments focused primarily on lipids such as cholesterol, 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC),
1,2- dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC), 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3- phospho-(1’-rac-glycerol) (DPPG), 1,2- dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC), and 1,2-dimyristoyl-snglycero-3-phospho-(1’-rac-glycerol) (sodium salt) (DMPG).
Our preliminary experiments sought to calculate the surface
pressure (π) over Å2/molecule for pure cholesterol, pure POPC,
pure DPPC, pure DMPC, pure DPPG, 50% cholesterol/50%

DPPC, 50% cholesterol/50% DMPC, and 50% cholesterol/50%
DPPG. Our research then shifted its focus toward DMPG and
its interaction with the daptomycin.

Results/Discussion:
Cholesterol Monolayer
Figure 4 shows the surface pressure-area (π-A) isotherm
obtained for a pure cholesterol monolayer. The curvature of

Figure 3A. Cholesterol.

Figure 3B. POPC.

Figure 3C. DPPC.

Figure 3D. DMPC.

Figure 3E. DPPG.

Figure 3F. DMPG.
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the isotherm indicates that cholesterol molecules remained in
a gaseous state upon compression until they sharply enter a
more condensed phase as the compression proceeded.
Following evaluation of our results, it was noticed that a
somewhat steep rise in surface pressure occurred at 45.5 Å2/
molecule. Collapse occurred at 44 mN/m. The relative domain
of cholesterol is quite minimal, attributing to the smaller values
of Å2/molecule.

POPC Monolayer

obtained for a pure DPPC monolayer. Five distinct regions, corresponding to different phases, were seen in the isotherm in a
varying study (Takeshita et al. 2017). These phases have been
assigned as gaseous, LE, the coexistence of LE and LC phases,
and the collapsed phases. The isotherm can be interpreted as
follows: in the gaseous phase, the molecules are random and
disordered, thereby giving rise to insignificant surface pressure.
Once in the LE phase, the molecules are more condensed than
they are in the gaseous phase, yet they are still considered
disordered. In the LC phase, the molecules are more ordered
and densely aligned than they are in the LE phase, causing them

Figure 4. Surface pressure (π, mN/m) vs. area per molecule (MMA)
isotherm of cholesterol monolayer on water obtained in our lab.

Figure 6. Surface pressure (π, mN/m) vs. area per molecule (MMA)
isotherm of DPPC monolayer on water obtained in our lab.

Figure 5 shows the surface pressure-area (π-A) isotherm
obtained for a pure POPC monolayer. Under experimental
conditions, POPC exists in a liquid-expanded (LE) phase during
compression. Further compression would cause the POPC to
exist in a liquid-condensed (LC) phase (Faye et al. 2013). The
isotherm revealed a rise in surface pressure at around 107.5
Å2/molecule, with a steady and smooth curve until a collapse at
around 44 mN/m.
Figure 5 exhibits the curve of a typical unsaturated molecule.
POPC contains a double bond (Figure 3B), rendering it unsaturated. Since unsaturation hinders effective packing of molecules,
the isotherm displays a smooth and continuous curve, lacking

to adopt a somewhat crystalline configuration (Takeshita et al.
2017). Finally, a kink in the isotherm suggests that the monolayer
collapsed.
Due to the saturated nature of DPPC (Figure 3C), the tails
can pack efficiently against one another, causing a phase change
to take place. The isotherm begins with minimal to no surface
pressure, which is indicative of the fact that the molecules are
in the gaseous phase. The DPPC then entered the LE phase at
around 96 Å2/molecule, where the molecules rearranged themselves in a more disordered fashion. Moving onward, it is difficult
to determine where exactly the molecules entered the LE-LC
phase, although perhaps it occurred from 56-72 Å2/molecule.
Nonetheless, that area of the curve is not distinct enough to be
certain that the coexisting phase happened then. It seems that the
LC phase, i.e. the area where the slope steepened, occurred at 70
Å2/molecule. Finally, the monolayer collapsed at around 55 mN/m.

DPPG Monolayer

Figure 5. Surface pressure (π, mN/m) vs. area per molecule (MMA)
isotherm of POPC monolayer on water obtained in our lab.
phase changes.

DPPC Monolayer
Figures 6 illustrates the surface pressure-area (π-A) isotherm
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Figures 7 displays the surface pressure-area (π-A) isotherm
obtained for a pure DPPG monolayer. According to other studies, a “knee” is present at around 75 Å2, until a plateau forms.
Above this plateau, a steep rise in surface pressure occurs upon
decreasing area. There is an apparent coexistence of the LE
phase and LC phase. These observations agree with the typical
anionic nature of DPPG (Figure 3E). Although it should be noted
that the exact position of these transition phases can vary based
on compression rates, subphase conditions, or temperature, as
with every experiment (Kim et al. 2012).
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Figure 7 displays an increase in surface pressure at 75 Å2/

curve) monolayer isotherms. Due to the cohesive forces between cholesterol (Figure 3A) and saturated DPPC (Figure 3C)
(Ohe et al. 2007), the isotherm values are lower than those
expected by the rule of additivity (Cruz Gomes da Silva et al.
2017), however the values are only insignificantly lower.The rule
of additivity informs us of the area that would be occupied if
the lipids were to be mixed ideally. The interaction between
the smooth hydrophobic part of cholesterol and DPPC is due

Figure 7. Surface pressure (π, mN/m) vs. area per molecule (MMA)
isotherm of DPPG monolayer on water obtained in our lab.
molecule. It is difficult to tell where the coexisting LE-LC phase
resides. Still, the slight elevation from 48-56 Å2/molecule may
be attributed to that. The area past 48 Å2/molecule represents
the LC phase.
In another study conducted in our laboratory, 1 M daptomycin solution was tested without lipid. No reaction occurred.
Then, an additional solution of daptomycin with 4 µL DPPG and
2 µL of calcium was prepared. In this experiment, the (π-A) isotherm increased immediately and dramatically, illustrating that
daptomycin requires PG and calcium ions to work effectively.

DMPC Monolayer
Figure 8 establishes the surface pressure-area (π-A) isotherm
obtained for a pure DMPC monolayer. As illustrated by the isotherm, the DMPC monolayer exhibits a smooth and continuous
curve due to its shorter acyl chain (Figure 3D), characterized
by a steady and constant liquid phase for the lipid, lacking phase
changes. The results obtained in our lab follow this pattern of
DMPC’s molecular nature of interaction, with an even curve
beginning to rise at 105 Å2/molecule and a collapse at around
47 mN/m.

Cholesterol-DPPC (1:1) Monolayer

Figure 9. Surface pressure (π, mN/m) vs. area per molecule (MMA)
isotherm of DPPC:Cholesterol (1:1) monolayer on water obtained in
our lab.
to van der Waals forces (Sabatini et al. 2008). Nonetheless, due
to DPPC’s saturated and rigid acyl chain, it is difficult for bulky
cholesterol to penetrate, thus interfering with the molecular
packing and causing DPPC:Cholesterol to occupy less area per
molecule at constant pressure, but not significantly.
Additionally, it can be perceived from the results obtained
that the collapse pressure for pure cholesterol lies at around 40
mN/m, while pure DPPC lies at 52 mN/m, and DPPC:Cholesterol
lies at 50 mN/m. Pure DPPC creates the most stable monolayer
since it is able to withstand the highest surface pressure, as indicated by the higher collapse pressure value. DPPC:Cholesterol
withstood pressure at a value that lies slightly lower than pure
DPPC, due to destabilization of the film via cholesterol.
Lastly, the phase change observed in the DPPC:Cholesterol
monolayer at 48-72 Å2/molecule, has a broader range than the
phase change observed in the pure DPPC monolayer, occurring at 56-72 Å2/molecule. This is because cholesterol serves
as a contaminant or impurity, which broadens the phase change
upon compression.

Cholesterol-DMPC (1:1) Monolayer

Figure 8. Surface pressure (π, mN/m) vs. area per molecule (MMA)
isotherm of DMPC monolayer on water obtained in our lab.
Figure 9 showcases the surface pressure-area (π-A) isotherm
obtained for a DPPC:Cholesterol (1:1) monolayer (red curve),
relative to pure cholesterol (green curve) and pure DPPC (blue

Figure 10 displays the surface pressure-area (π-A) isotherm
obtained for a DMPC:Cholesterol (1:1) monolayer (green curve),
relative to pure cholesterol (red curve) and pure DMPC (blue
curve) monolayer isotherms. There must be cohesive van der
Waals forces present since the isotherm for DMPC:Cholesterol
illustrates that the DMPC:Cholesterol occupies less area per
molecule at constant pressure, thereby exhibiting lower surface
area values than those expected by the rule of additivity. Despite
the fact that bulky cholesterol interferes with the saturated
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DMPC acyl chain (Figure 3D), the chain is nevertheless shorter

Figure 10. Surface pressure (π, mN/m) vs. area per molecule
(MMA) isotherm of DMPC:Cholesterol (1:1) monolayer on water
obtained in our lab.
than DPPC’s chain. Thus, between DPPC and DMPC, effective
packing of cholesterol is more likely in DMPC.
Additionally, it can be observed from the results obtained that
the collapse pressure for pure cholesterol lies around 40 mN/m,
while pure DMPC lies at 48 mN/m, and DMPC:Cholesterol
lies at 45 mN/m. Pure DMPC creates the most stable monolayer since it is able to withstand the highest surface pressure, as indicated by the higher collapse pressure value. Like
DPPC:Cholesterol, DMPC:Cholesterol withstood pressure at a
value that lies slightly lower than pure DMPC, due to destabilization of the film via cholesterol.

that the collapse pressure for pure cholesterol lies at around 40
mN/m, while pure DPPG lies at 55 mN/m, and DPPG:Cholesterol
lies at 52 mN/m. Pure DPPG creates the most stable monolayer since it is able to withstand the highest surface pressure, as indicated by the higher collapse pressure value. Like
DPPC:Cholesterol and DMPC:Cholesterol, DPPG:Cholesterol
withstood pressure at a value slightly lower than pure DPPG,
due to destabilization of the film via cholesterol.
Lastly, the phase change observed in the DPPG:Cholesterol
monolayer at 45-58 Å2/molecule, has a more broad range than
the phase change observed in the pure DPPG monolayer, occurring at 48-56 Å2/molecule. This is because cholesterol serves as
a contaminant or impurity, which broadens the phase change
upon compression.

DMPG Monolayer Injected with Daptomycin
Daptomycin was put to the test, as portrayed in Figure 12. For
the experiment, DMPG was injected at that start with a steady
surface pressure achieved.At around 400 seconds, daptomycin was
injected and surface pressure increased to 12 mN/m until levelled
out. At 835 seconds, calcium solution was injected and surface
pressure increased to 20 mN/m.
Based on our results, it appears that daptomycin penetrated the
DMPG at 400 seconds, indicated by an increase in surface pressure,
even without the presence of calcium. As discussed, daptomycin
is calcium dependent. We would need to continue exploring this

Cholesterol-DPPG (1:1) Monolayer
Figure 11 displays the surface pressure-area (π-A) isotherm
obtained for a DPPG:Cholesterol (1:1) monolayer (green
curve) relative to pure cholesterol (blue curve) and pure DPPG
(red curve) monolayer isotherms. DPPG and cholesterol in the
1:1 mixture are repelling one another, as the DPPG:Cholesterol
occupies more area per molecule, thereby displaying higher surface area values than those expected by the rule of additivity.
This repulsion is perhaps due to the negative charge present on
DPPG and due to its longer acyl chain (Figure 3E).
Furthermore, it can be observed from the results obtained

Figure 12. Results of surface pressure (π, mN/m) vs. time (s) interaction of daptomycin with DMPG on subphase of water obtained
in our lab. DMPG applied, then daptomycin injected, followed by
insertion of calcium solution.
wondrous enigma as to why or how daptomycin inserted into the
membrane even when calcium was not yet present.

Conclusion and Future Studies:

Figure 11. Surface pressure (π, mN/m) vs. area per molecule
(MMA) isotherm of DPPG:Cholesterol (1:1) monolayer on water
obtained in our lab.
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The extent to which daptomycin inserts itself into the membrane was observed. How this correlates to effectiveness may
be the object of further research subsequent to the findings of
the experiments performed. For example, if daptomycin does
not penetrate the membrane at all, then a new experiment
may be suggested to show that the lack of insertion may have
been the cause of ineptitude. On the other hand, if the drug
inserts well, then an experiment may be pursued to determine
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if successful insertion may be the cause of effectiveness.
Moreover, using the Gibbs Adsorption Isotherm for daptomycin in water, we can determine the concentration of daptomycin
in contact with the surface, which in turn alters the surface
tension. Additional experiments would have to be conducted to
determine such a phenomenon.
Lastly, in keeping with daptomycin’s ability to treat MRSA,
some mutant strains of MRSA were found to be resistant to
daptomycin. As such, analogs of daptomycin may be studied to
determine if they might find a way to insert into MRSA with altered surface proteins, since those would be considered mutant.
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